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Sandra B. Dunphy
Director, Energy Compliance Services
Sandra Dunphy has more than 30 years of experience working with energy companies in North and
South America, Europe and Asia and is nationally recognized as a Renewable Identification Number
expert within the United States renewable fuels industry. With a practice specialization in
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) compliance and fuels consulting, Sandra brings extensive
technical experience and knowledge to each of her clients. In addition, Sandra developed a
premiere EPA fuel credit trading business in the United States, coordinating hundreds of transactions
per year. She is experienced in industrial energy conservation strategies and energy distribution
networks, has extensive contract negotiation experience in electricity, natural gas, and liquid fuels, as
well as having managed financial hedging strategies for energy producers and purchasers.
Sandra is a member of the fuels subcommittee for the National Petrochemical and Refiners
Association and is also a member of the Advanced Biofuels Association and the National Biodiesel
Board. She graduated with a bachelor’s degree in civil engineering from the University of Delaware.
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More than 30 years of experience working with energy companies in North and South America,
Europe and Asia
Specializes in EPA compliance and fuels consulting for the petroleum and renewable fuel industries
Nationally recognized as an RFS Renewable Identification Number expert in the U.S. renewable
fuels industry
A much sought-after speaker at conferences related to renewable fuels
Developed a premiere EPA fuel credit trading business in the U.S., coordinating hundreds of
transactions per year, with a total value of over $200 million
Experienced in industrial energy conservation strategies and energy distribution networks
Extensive contract negotiation experience in electricity, natural gas, liquid fuels and fuel
transportation, as well as having managed financial hedging strategies for energy producers and
purchasers
Responsible for acquiring and managing all of the electrical power, natural gas and liquid fuel
needs of international mining operations. In this capacity she also initiated massive energy
conservation programs and represented BHP in the U.S. electricity market deregulation
negotiations at both state and federal levels.
Responsible for the distribution of refined petroleum products at the retail, industrial, and wholesale
levels, and later the trading of natural gas, for Exxon for over ten years
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Member, Fuels committee, National Petrochemical and Refiners Association
Member, National Biodiesel Board
Member, Advanced Biofuels Association

Education and Certifications
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Bachelor of Science, civil engineering, University of Delaware

